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The DATA-CHASER HitchHiker Project as a Demonstration of
Distributed Operations for Small Satellites
Ryan W. Shepperd and Jason R. Willis*
Abstract

DATA·CHASER consists of two synergetic projects, DATA and CHASER, which will fly as a Hitchhiker payload aboard the Space Shuttle in 1997. A technology experiment, DATA (Distribution and
Automation Technology Advancement) seeks to advance human support technology. CHASER (Colorado Hitchhiker and Student Experiment of Solar Radiation) is a solar science experiment that serves
to test DATA. The DATA technologies support cooperative operations distributed between different geographic sites as well as between humans and machines. Though demonstrated with a small Shuttle
payload, such technologies apply equally well to small satellites.

Introduction
Students of the Colorado Space Grant Consortium
are designing and building the DATA-CHASER (Distribution and Automation Technology Advancement
for the Colorado Hitchhiker And Student Experiment
of solar Radiation) payload. The DATA-CHASER
payload is supported by a NASA cooperative agreement, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and by
the Colorado Space Grant Consortium funds. The
payload is a two-canister Hitchhiker (HH) payload
that consists of two experiment segments, called
DATA and CHASER. The DATA canister consists
of the flight computer that will control the science
experiment and provide data storage as well as the
interface electronics to communicate with the HH
avionics unit. CHASER consists of three solar viewing instruments that measure solar irradiance at ultraviolet wavelengths. DATA is a technology experiment that uses CHASER, a science experiment,
to demonstrate many new technologies for mission
operations, including the distributed operation of a
small payload or satellite. These technologies support
lower-cost operations distributed both geographically
between different sites as well as functionally between
humans and computers.
Different dispersed sites control and/or monitor
the DATA-CHASER payload. Of principal advantage, various institutions at different sites save travel
costs to a central control center and are better able to
draw on the resources of their home location. Complimentary control between humans and computers
distributes responsibilities to those, either humans or

computers, that are best able to handle a particular
task, enhancing the effectiveness of human operators.
Additionally, the system is capable of transferring responsibilities from humans to computers over time
as operators )come to trust automation, further free·
ing human resources as a project progresses. With
large or distributed projects, planning and scheduling
poses a difficulty during operations. DATA-CHASER
will demonstrate a solution to this problem utilizing JPL's Plan-It II scheduler. Finally, the extensive
software used to support these various forms of distributed operations requires a dynamic simulator to
aid testing and enable an early development. The latest hardware and systems simulation software (LabVIEW, in particular) provides a medium to rapidly
develop such a simulator and provides additional advantages to operations.

Distributed Control
& Monitoring
The home institutions for small payloads are often
located far away from the mission operations center. This fact necessitates that the payload scientists
and engineers either pack up and move out to where
the payload will be operated, or train operators at
the mission operations center, who are less familiar
with the payload, to operate the payload and send the
data back to the payload's home institution. DATACHASER will demonstrate a third choice of operating
and controlling the payload from a home institution.

"'The authors are students with the Colorado Space Grant College, University of Colorado at Boulder, Campus Box 520,
Boulder, CO 80309-0520. E-mail: Ryan.Shepperd@Colorado.EDU and Jason.Willis@Colorado.EDU. Contact: Elaine Hansen,
Director of the Colorado Space Grant College, Elaine.Hansen@Colorado.EDU, (303) 492-3141.
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Two ground stations will control the DATACHASER payload. The first will be located at the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Hitchhiker Control Center, which uses the standard Customer Ground Support Equipment (CGSE). The second, located at the Colorado University Payload Operations and Control Center (UPOCC), will handle
the nominal operations of the experiment.
During the mission, the DATA flight computer
will obtain scientific data from the CHASER experiment in the form of solar images, spectral scans,
and health and status data. DATA will then process this information, store it on-board, and send a
subset of that data via medium or low rate telemetry downlinks through the NASA communication system to GSFC, where the Advanced Carrier Customer
Equipment Support System (ACCESS) will receive
the data. As illustrated in Figure 1, ACCESS will
then send this information to the payload's Customer Ground Support Equipment (CGSE), which
will store the data and forward the information, via
the Internet or backup modem connection, to the
University Payload Operations and Control Center
(UPOCC) to be processed and analyzed. The UPOCC will monitor this information for payload faults
and solar events, responding to these by sending commands back to the CGSE via the Internet or backup
modem connection. The CGSE will detect and reject any erroneous commands from the UPOCC and
any other distributed command nodes. Monitoring
and control will occur at both the UPOCC and the
CGSE. In addition, other distributed nodes will receive data located at the University of Colorado and
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).

in order to modify the on-board operations and to
take advantage of science opportunities, among other
activities. To protect against a loss of commanding,
which would limit the science, we have developed a
backup system in order to communicate with the payload in the event that the Internet connection goes
down. This system consists of a modem SLIP /PPP
connection over a phone line. Though this is not an
ideal solution, its 28 kbps data rate is high enough to
allow the DATA-CHASER team to command and receive telemetry at the UPOCC. Unfortunately, in this
backup mode, the UPOCC will be unable to receive
the science data sent via the medium rate communications line at 200 kbps in realtime. However, that information would not be lost since it is stored both onboard and to a database on the CGSE. This data can
be forwarded to the UPOCC when Internet service is
restored to a sufficient level. For projects that do
not require large, continuous telemetry band width,
an Internet and backup modem connection provide a
sufficient and cost-effective link.
The second issue of security has provoked a great
deal of thought and planning in the DATA-CHASER
project. How does one keep hackers from commanding your payload? For DATA-CHASER, we decided
to use two levels of security. The first level is based
on the Kerberos software. This level handles authentication and authorization for the DATA-CHASER
distributed operations system. Authentication refers
to the process of checking the identity of any user
wishing access to the system. In addition to authenticating users, every packet entering the distributed
system must be checked to ensure it came from the location that created it. This check defeats most hackers who would capture command packets off the net
and then attempt to use them later on in the mission,
"spoofing" with whatever command they captured.
Of course, if a hacker is determined to break into
the Internet communication system, there is the option of switching over to the backup communication
system-a much more secure system.
The second security level involves inherent protections that the Spacecraft Command Language (SCL)
provides to a payload. SCL constraints, described in
the next section, ensure that even if a hacker broke
into the system, he/she would be unable, without intimate knowledge of the payload, to command any
harm during the time required for the operations
team to break his/her connection and switch over to
the backup modem line.
The authorization concept DATA-CHASER will

Issues about commanding through the Internet
often elicit two questions: 1) How will latency and
Internet drop outs be handled?, and 2) How will security be implemented? All projects seeking to command a space payload via the Internet must solve
these two crucial problems.
H a payload requires many time-critical events
and/or requires a large telemetry bandwidth, the first
issue presents serious difficulty. Unless a project obtains an expensive dedicated line, one must accept
the Internet bandwidth limitations. However, many
small projects such as DATA-CHASER do not re-:quire an extensive bandwidth. DATA-CHASER does
;not have many time-critical events; moreover, the
payload is designed to operate autonomously and still
fulfill the CHASER success criteria. However, DATACHASER does require some guaranteed commanding
2
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use is based on each user logging in as one of several
'roles' . Each of these roles has the ability to send a
certain subset of the overall payload/spacecraft command set. An example of one of these roles would
be an 'instrument-one user.' This user would only be
allowed to send commands affecting instrument_one.
If the user tried to send a command that was not in
his/her subset, the command would be rejected.
This system of authorization has several challenges associated with it. The major challenge was
finding a setup which ensured that only one user had
access to anyone subset of commands. If more then
one user had access to an instrument command set,
one of them could turn the instrument on while the
other turned it off. The users would be able to send
conflicting commands. This presents a very real problem for mission operations.
The solution to this problem is displayed below
in figure 2. There are three user levels in the system.
At the top level is the super user. This user has access to the entire command set for the payload. In
addition to these commands, the super user also has
the ability to deny the second level of users (subsystem users) some or all of the command subsets. The
subsystem users are allowed to check out one or more
of the command subsets as long as another user does
not already have that subset or the super user has
denied its use. Should the super user need a subset
of commands that is checked out, he/she has the ability to revoke that subsystem user of that subset and
then check it out him/herself.
The third level of users are the distributed users.
These distributed users have access to the experiment
database as well as the realtime telemetry from the
experiment. Primarily, these users will be tasked with
data analysis of both the experiment telemetry and
science data.

Distributed Design Data

archive in order to reference documents or update
their own documents. Without a dedicated photocopier and archivist, the documents can not easily
be distributed to remote sights in a timely manner.
An electronic archive that can be accessed from anywhere in the project meets the requirements best. To
provide such an archive, the DATA-CHASER team
converted all documentation to HTML (Hypertext
Markup Language) format and now maintains the
documentation in that format. These documents
are then available over the World Wide Web to distributed users as hypertext documents, though access
is restricted and not available to the general public. These documents are also directly linked into
the Graphical User Interfaces (GUl's) for the DATACHASER ground stations, allowing operators quick
access to references during operations at any location.
This procedure has already helped out during
code development. Traditionally, the hardware and
software engineers have limited interaction. However,
with projects such as DATA-CHASER which use expert systems, requiring a high level of systems knowledge, this is no longer true. By moving the documents
on-line, the programmers can reference any information they need quickly and efficiently. In fact, some
aspects of the software are actually generated from
the on-line documents. For example, the flight sensor
and actuator database is built from the on-line documentation. A Perl script finds and parses database
tables in the documentation, converting them into
a text format that is then converted into a binary
database file. Change the documentation, run the
script, and the implementation precisely reflects the
documentation. In addition to helping our local programmers, the on-line documentation has helped us
communicate more effectively with our partners at
JPL and at GSFC because it is accessible, albeit restricted, across the Internet. An on-line documentation archive enhances accessibility and usability during development and operations.

Providing all operators with accurate and immediate
access to the current system documentation is essential for formulating an appropriate response to any
anomaly. Moreover, implementing a documentation
archive early in a project improves the design process as well. A successful archive must be flexible
enough to follow design changes and easily accessible
for quick reference. Filing of hardcopies in centralized filing cabinets does not fulfill these requirements
as well as an electronic archive. A centralized hardcopy archive requires personnel to physically visit the

Cooperative
Control

Human-Computer

DATA-CHASER improves the distributed command
and monitoring between the payload and the ground.
Cooperative and complementary human-computer
control divides responsibilities between those best
able to efficiently and accurately handle a particular task-the flight and ground computers control re3

dundant or anticipated tasks; human operators handle the unexpected. In recent years, advances in automation, which free human resources to engage in
more difficult control, have arrived from the field of
artificial intelligence in the form of expert systems.
These systems are commonly labeled "expert" because they capture or simulate a human operator's
"expert" experience with problem solving in a particular area[5]. Expert systems have been extensively
studied and even used in ground systems to support
mission operations[7][5]. However, with very few exceptions, their application within embedded spacebased systems remains largely unexplored and unproven. DATA-CHASER's use of heuristic (or rulebased) expert systems will help validate and advance
the technology.

and constraints are "if/then" constructs that execute
an instruction or group of instructions when their
premise evaluates as true. Neither rules nor constraints are called from scripts or subroutines; however, rules and constraints may be activated or deactivated by scripts. If rules or constraints are active,
their logical "if" construct, or premise, will be evaluated. If the result is true, they will fire. Rules react
to specified changes in database values, constraints
prevent specified changes in database values. Basically, rules and constraints form intelligent controls
upon the scripts.

The SCL Real-Time Engine (RTE) facilitates
scheduling and execution of the scripts, rules, and
constraints. It is comprised of an interface to input/output device drivers, input/output definition
Specifically, DATA-CHASER utilizes the Space- procedures, a telemetry processor, a command intercraft Command Language (SCL), which integrates preter, and an inference engine. In short, the RTE
procedural programming with a realtime expert coordinates SeL's functions.
system[8]. SCL uses a logic-based inference engine to
To support fault detection, isolation, and reacprocess its knowledge base of rules and constraints. tion (FDIR) as well as event detection, the DATARepresenting a new operational approach to spaceCHASER project is integrating JPL's Selective Moncraft command .and control, SCL is a portable intel- itoring (SELMON) software with SCL. SELMON
ligent command and control system, which can run transforms a sensor's time-series data to a binned freon flight processors as well as ground-based worksta- quency domain within which SELMON determines
tions. A command language, a compiler, a run-time scores to classify the sensor's behavior empirically
engine, and a shared-memory database form SCL's or causally. Expanding upon simple limit and trend
operating environment.
based alarms, SELMON uses statistical and informaSCL's command language consists of high-level, tion theoretical methods to detect anomalies[14][1].
"English-like" instructions used in three basic types For FDIR, SELMON aids detection of faults or
of instruction sets, known as scripts, rules, and con- events. The SCL rule antecedents react to the SELstraints. The SCL compiler translates these English- MON scores and thus provide fault reaction. Safing
like instructions into code that the SCL interpreter rules and constraints provide fault isolation. For excan understand. The first kind, scripts, is a list of ample, if SELMON indicates that a voltage sensor(s)
statements that either executes immediately or that has generated anonymous data past some predetermay be scheduled to execute at or within a certain mined threshold, an SCL rule will fire, perhaps settime. Scripts may call other scripts as subroutines ting an alarm in the telemetry, safing the system by
or functions, or they may schedule other scripts to turning the affected subsystem off, and/or perhaps
run. Rules are instruction sets that fire (or execute) correcting the fault by switching off another "offendwhen a particular condition occurs. For example, if ing" subsystem that created the anonymous power
the combined photo-diode voltages rise above some readings. Also note that, for faults detectable by
threshold (indicating a solar-point), a rule will fire simple decision boundary logic, SCL does not require
commanding the science instruments to take solar SELMON. If a temperature sensor falls out of limdata. Similarly, the last kind, constraints, fire when its, a rule will fire on its own to, for example, switch
a command would create an undesirable or danger- on a heater. When used simply for event detection,
ous condition. As an example, commanding a par- the SELMON-SCL system can autonomously detect
ticular instrument at low temperatures could dam- and/or respond to environmental mode changes. In
age that instrument. For low temperatures, a con- other words, when we use the term "fault," we do
straint would reject commands to that instrument. not mean to imply only undesired states of the payConstraints provide an extra layer of security against load. For example, DATA-CHASER will take science
either ill-advised or improper commanding. Rules data from the Sun, Earth, and perhaps the Moon. In4
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tegration times for the instruments must be changed
between these objects to obtain meaningful science as
well as to protect the instruments. Earth and Lunar
points will not necessarily be scheduled events but
may occur as the Shuttle's orientation changes during maneuvers. Therefore, the instruments must also
know when such a point is occurring. SELMON can
help determine these science mode changes, allowing
SCL to take the appropriate actions. As a combined
system, SCL and SELMON provide greater autonomy in the realm of FDIR.
The DATA-CHASER monitoring and control system provides for flexible operations. The same software, SCL and SELMON, that runs on-board also
runs on the ground stations, establishing a beneficial symmetry for operations. The symmetry conserves effort for software development by consolidating fiight and ground code development. Moreover,
this architecture supports migration of control from
the ground to the spacecraft. As control procedures
become trusted and proven on the ground, operators
may migrate them into the embedded system and increase the payload's autonomy. For long-duration
missions, this implies that an initially large operations staff will be able to significantly reduce its size
as it transfers its "expert" knowledge onto the spacecraft over time. In the beginning, when the spacecraft's behavior is not well-understood, the human
staff must tend the spacecraft. As the operations
staff comes to understand the spacecraft's own "personality" they code their knowledge into the ground
system. When that control is proven over time, the
code is transfered to the spacecraft, and the required
staffing dwindles, freeing human resources for other
tasks or projects.
In the near future, missions such as JPL's Pluto
Express will employ these intelligent control methods.
Such large projects, however, risk their success if the
technology remains unproven. DATA-CHASER, an
inexpensive testbed for these methods, will help validate the technology and enable the use of the proven
methods in larger, more expensive, projects.

ning and scheduling process for the experiment. Each
of the above groups are all very involved in this process. This involvement has a strong impact when
there are multiple instruments / experiments with conflicting requirements.
The DATA-CHASER project is particularly impacted by this distribution problem. During mission
operations, a third of the operations team will be
at GSFC while the others will remain at CU. This
leaves us with the challenge of determining how to
involve the entire team in the planning process. One
solution is to use a planning system that can be instructed where to place science and engineering activities relative to fixed events (terminator crossing,
solar point, communication availability, etc.). The
constraints and rules used by the automated planner are developed in advance of the operations by all
parties involved in the operations of the payload or
spacecraft. Of course, if the output is unacceptable,
the scheduling model may be tweaked or the results
can be ignored, but an intelligent scheduler removes
some of the scheduling and planning burden from the
operations team, particularly when scheduling constraints and rules can be accurately identified.
The DATA-CHASER project is using the PlanIt II planning and scheduling tool developed by JPL
& SARG (Sequence Automation Research Group) to
handle mission operations planning. Plan-It II is an
expert assistant sequencing tool. It is designed to allow the user to input a "model" /project of his or her
payload into Plan-It. This model consists of a listing of the payload's constraints (maximum sustained
point times, max allowable power draws, etc.); a listing of the consumables (memory, fuel, etc.) and activities that utilize them; a list of activities the payload will perform; and a list of rules stating where
those activities should be placed (i.e. instrument_one
will only take data when pointed at the Sun). An
advantage of using a planning and scheduling tool
such as Plan-It II is its immediate feedback. A set of
activities can be scheduled and results immediately
seen, allowing the operators to work to optimize the
schedule for maximum science return.
For this project the DATA-CHASER team is
working with the Planning & Scheduling Subgroup
of the JPL Artificial Intelligence Group to further increase the usefulness of Plan-It II. The JPL team is
working on artificial intelligence routines which are
added into the model, that are expected to increase
the science return without significantly increasing the
planning time. These routines will also produce base-

Planning & Scheduling
One of the obvious challenges of running a distributed
mission operations system is that the operations team
is distributed as well. The scientists operate from
their separate institutions, engineers from another,
and the experiment operators from the control center. This distribution of personnel impacts the plan5

line schedules, immediately available for review, instead of having to develop a schedule by the cumbersome "committee method."
In addition to working on the AI routines, the
JPL team has been working to interface Plan-It II
with the DATA-CHASER command system. This
will allow Plan-It II to generate a list of scheduled
scripts that can be transmitted to the payload automatically. Though this interface also has complicated
the command system due to some "quirks" of SCL,
it is nevertheless useful, saving human operators the
chore of inputing the schedule.
During typical mission operations, we will be
scheduling the experiment activities in four-hour
blocks. The planning for each block will commence
with Plan-It II receiving a file containing all of the
Shuttle events for that time period (pointing info,
TDRSS availability, etc.) Once this file is loaded,
Plan-It II will generate a baseline schedule using the
commands mentioned above. Initially this baseline
will be reviewed on-line by the instrument investigators to make sure that Plan-It II scheduled all of
the instrument scans for the correct times. Once the
schedule has passed by them it will be reviewed by
the payload engineers. They will make sure that all
needed housekeeping functions are correctly scheduled. In addition they will determine if the schedule
violates any payload or instrument constraints. The
final check of the schedule is done by the operators
who, after a quick review, will instruct Plan-It II to
output a list of SCL scripts to be scheduled for the
four-hour block. Once the scientists and engineers are
confident that the rules and constraints which generate the schedules in Plan-It II are accurate, the schedules can be henceforth delivered with no more than
a "quick" look by the distributed operations team.

• Anticipate future changes of the spacecraft or
payload state
With current fiscal limitations discouraging the building of back-ups, most large projects must opt to use
simulators to perform these tasks. Even for projects
with inexpensive hardware, a simulator can enhance
the above benefits beyond that of duplicate hardware,
offering either low-cost alternatives to building additional hardware, or greatly improving the rewards
from a duplicate spacecraft/payload on the ground.
Utilizing Lab VIEW software, the DATA-CHASER
simulator embodies a new generation of simulators
that will further reward mission operations.
In recent years, instrumentation simulators such
as LabVIEW have enabled inexpensive, flexible alternatives to hardware. LabVIEW, in particular,
utilizes an iconic programming language that proves
quite effective for rendering such hardware systems
as electronics in software--in this case, the actual
program resembles a circuit diagram. The same features that allow LabVIEW to create "virtual" instruments, modeled after real laboratory instruments, allows LabVIEW to simulate more general hardware
systems[9].
The DATA-CHASER simulator consists of three
modular LabVIEW "Virtual Instruments" (VI's) to
model and imitate three distinct components of the
DATA-CHASER payload: The 68EC040 embedded
system (which directly controls the LASIT instrument), the FARUS Instrument, and the SXEE instrument. Other VI's interface these simulations with
each other and to the outside world. The Lab VIEW
simulation models both the hardware as well as the
lower-lying C and Fourth code that run on each of
the microprocessors in these components. Additionally, we are currently developing LabVIEW code to
insert faults into the simulation. The SCL flight code
is run against these Lab VIEW VI's to create a complete simulation of the payload. In the described configuration, the DATA-CHASER simulation supports
all the traditional benefits of dynamic simulators, and
even improves some of them.
The simulations in LabVIEW provide a testbed
for SCL flight and ground code prior to hardware
integration. As software development is usually a
bottleneck for a project, advancing this development
forward of hardware integration tremendously benefits the project schedule. The Lab VIEW simulations will sustain full-system testing during integration. When a hardware component is delivered for

Payload Simulations
Payload dynamic simulators, or identical backup spacecraft and payloads-not restricted to distributed low-cost operations-have long been used
by operators. As Negron [1992] notes, such practice
helps:
• Develop ground and spacecraft software
• Train operations personnel
• Validate operations procedures, software, and
changes therein
• Verify commanding prior to uplink
6
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integration, the corresponding LabVIEW simulation
will be swapped with the actual hardware. LabVIEW continues to simulate the other undelivered
hardware components, allowing the new component
to be tested within the simulated environment of the
full system. Of course, the fidelity of the simulations
will be much lower than the actual integrated system,
and interactions between the new hardware component and the simulated environment will be one-way
only: the hardware will affect the simulation, but the
simulation will only affect the hardware at the flight
software level. For example, LabVIEW would not
actually generate real power spikes from any of the
simulated components to affect the new hardware,
but voltage sensors in the hardware will affect the
simulations in LabVIEW. At the software level, the
simulation would affect the hardware in such a case:
The flight code will take action on the hardware in
response to events in the simulation, though the hardware never directly feels the events in the simulation
(events felt in voltages, currents, temperatures, etc.).
For DATA-CHASER, the LabVIEW simulations support only the testing of ground and flight code during
integration and not the testing of the hardware components within the integrated environment. For small
projects, integration times are usually quite short, so
little is gained by increasing the simulations' fidelity
and supporting simulation to hardware interactions.
Moreover, these simulations provide the greatest cost
benefits when their fidelity is accurate enough to test
flight software but not so accurate as to strain human
resources. The simulations should be "rough" enough
to enable a programmer to complete them with significant time left for software testing prior to hard ware
integration. If planned wisely, LabVIEW facilitates
a level of rapid development that simulators written
in traditional code are unable to match.
The same simulator that supports flight code and
ground system development also supports operational
planning. The various operational scenarios drive
code development which, in turn, is tested against
the Lab VIEW simulations. Before the payload is
fully integrated, mock operations will be conducted
in the UPOCC. Using the fault insertion capabilities,
procedures can be tested against many different fault
scenarios. Procedures and operations software will be
periodically reviewed by the Ops team and modified
to improve operations.

trained to recover the payload from fault scenarios.
These training sessions will be dynamic as well. The
trainer will control the state of the payload and introduce faults through a LabVIEW interface while
the trainees practice controlling and monitoring the
payload.
After hardware integration, the simulations will
not be abandoned. Instead, their fidelity will continue to be increased in accordance with the observed
performance of the payload. The improved simulations will then support flight operations. By testing
changes in operational procedures and flight code, the
simulations serve to validate changes before they are
implemented. Moreover, the simulations will verify
all pre-planned commanding prior to a commanding
period. Events scheduled by the Plan-It II software
will run against the simulator to verify the scheduling
model.
During operations, the simulator will also be run
as a "shadow" of the flight system. All commands uplinked to the payload will be given to the shadow system. Telemetry downlink will allow the shadow to follow the event-triggered activities of the flight system.
From these two inputs, this shadow is able to serve
three main functions. First, it demonstrates a way
to infer the full state of a spacecraft/payload from a
limited telemetry downlink. For DATA-CHASER, we
will downlink all telemetry and only test techniques
for telemetry reduction on the ground, so the shadow
is not critical for determining the full payload state.
However, we will be able to test telemetry reduction
and discover which methods allow the shadow to remain synchronized with the flight system. Certain
telemetry items are essential in order to ascertain
event-triggered activities while other telemetry can
be inferred from those essentials. When we apply
telemetry reduction techniques, differences between
the state of the flight system and its shadow will help
us improve the techniques. As a second function, the
shadow's deviation from the flight system may indicate an error in the simulations. This knowledge
enables us to improve the simulation. Finally, a deviation from the flight system may indicate that a yet
unknown event has occurred in the payload, cuing
the operators to take a closer look at the payload.
Thus, any difference between the flight system and
its shadow imparts three distinct possibilities:
1. Telemetry reduction has hidden a change in the
payload from the ground.

Nine months prior to launch, the simulator will
be used to train the operations personnel. Trainees
will be exposed to different operational scenarios and

2. The simulator is in error.
7

3. An unforeseen event, not directly detectable travel away from their home institution. While many
from the telemetry, has occurred.
large projects may be able to afford the correspondingly large travel budgets to send operators, scientists
The operators must determine which of these three
and supporting engineers to a central control center,_
hold true. Though the shadow is incapable of immemany small projects and university based projects
diately informing an operator of an error aboard the
cannot. This cost increases when one considers fupayload, it does inform of an error somewhere in the
ture long-term missions of small payloads such as
system, which is helpful just the same.
those that will fly aboard ISS (International Space
In summary, the LabVIEW simulations will supStation). For satellite projects, the longevity of the
port and enhance all the traditional benefits of a
mission requires an operations staff that lives near the
dynamic simulator. The DATA-CHASER simulator
ground control center, often preventing scientists and
supports software development, personnel training,
engineers at other institutions from effectively intervalidating operations and changes thereof, verifying
acting in the operations of the satellite if those opercommanding, and anticipating future changes of the
ations do not have a distributed architecture. Morepayload state. LabVIEW's ability to rapidly build
over, many resources exist at the native institution
simulations enhances all of these benefits. Once the
that may facilitate operational decisions or problem
concept has been refined, future dynamic simulators
resolution during the mission. At a central control
built from LabVIEW, or LabVIEW-like software, will
center, those resources may not be directly available.
significantly reduce cost and aid a more rapid development of mission operations.
Distributing near realtime data to many different
nodes presents many advantages. Project scientists
can remain at their home institutions. They can betConclusion
ter utilize their own students and resources to imDATA-CHASER operations represents a fresh per- prove data analysis and corresponding command despective into future satellite and payload operations. cisions, and as a result they are in a better position
This project underscores the advantages of a dis- to enhance the science return. Control of a payload
tributed operations system over a traditional central- from distributed nodes saves cost, and allows for a
ized one. For cooperative projects involving more leaner, more efficient operations staff, and the key
than one agency, a centralized operations scheme scientists and engineers remain involved throughout
compels some project engineers and scientists to the mission.
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